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DENVER BRONCOS vs. MINNESOTA VIKINGS 
Sports Authority Field at Mile High ● Sunday, Oct. 4, 2015 

 
BRONCOS HEAD COACH GARY KUBIAK 
On an injury update 
"Before I get started, the only injury we have is [WR] Cody Latimer. He's got a groin. Other than that, we came out OK." 
 
On the Broncos' defensive pressure on Vikings QB Teddy Bridgewater 
"Just me feeling the game right now, I think we had a lot of pressure on him early in the game. I thought we did a really 
good job. We got after him. We had some spots there in the third quarter and fourth quarter where we couldn't get to 
him. They were chipping [OLB] Von [Miller] and doing some things. They started making some plays, but we got after them 
at the right time at the end. Obviously, we made a big play there that's a difference in the football game." 
 
On accomplishing a 4-0 start despite playing in difficult games 
"I think we played a really good football team today. We did some things, for us, that kept them in the game and that 
helped them. I think we knew it was going to be a grind. I think we're improving in a lot of areas. We obviously need to 
protect the ball better, but I think we are improving. We improved today offensively running the ball. We had a new lineup 
up front, so I'm proud of the way those guys played. We're putting together some big drives at the right time. Then 
defensively, we gave up some big drives. We gave up that 98-yard drive that got them back in the game, but then we come 
back and make the next play. We're finding a way as a team, but yeah, you're right. There are a lot of things that need to 
improve." 
 
On if RB Ronnie Hillman's performance changes the depth chart at his position 
"No, we'll keep going. We're going to play them both. I think they were pretty much split down the middle carrying the 
football. Obviously, Ronnie's big play is a huge play. I think they both improved over the course of this past week. We 
banged pretty good on Thursday and I think they responded as players. We ask a lot of them and I think they're starting to 
respond. Hopefully we took a step in the right direction today running the ball." 
 
On the fourth-down touchdown play to TE Owen Daniels 
"Actually, we rehearsed the situation yesterday at the practice field. I told [Offensive Coordinator] Rick [Dennison] and the 
guys, if we get in this situation, this is where I'm going. We rehearsed the play a couple times throughout the course of the 
week and found a way to make the play. I think it's important right there. We've got to be aggressive. Our defense, the way 
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they're playing, we end up with somebody pinned. I don't know that you make that decision every day, but it worked out 
this time." 
 
On winning games close and remaining undefeated 
"The thing that I love about the football team is I think it has the belief that it's going to find a way. It's going to find a way 
to make a play or win the football game. Obviously, they had a lot of momentum going once they had made the big play. It 
looks like we're going to go right back down the field. We turn the ball over, but yet we come right back. I think we had 
what, about a six-minute drive there at the end of the game or a five-minute drive to hopefully put the game away and had 
a chance to put the game away. I think we're responding in the right situations. We need to respond consistently through 
the course of the football game, but that is the NFL. You're going to play in a lot of close football games and you better 
know how to win those. I think right now we feel like we can win all kind of ways. We're also very humble. Our locker room 
is very humble in understanding that we have a long way to go and a lot to improve upon." 
 
On the defensive struggles in the passing game 
"I think the key was that they. If you go back and look, they did some things protection-wise that helped them get the ball 
down the field. They had some tight ends banging on Von, banging on [OLB] DeMarcus [Ware] before they were going out. 
It allowed them to buy some time, and the quarterback, let's face it, he's very athletic. Some of the things he did on the 
field with the moving around and stuff buys them some time. I think it was a combination of what they were doing and the 
quarterback being very athletic." 
 
On having talent at every position 
"That's a good point. I think the entire team, like I look at [WR] Bennie [Fowler]. We need to get Bennie the ball. Every time 
he touches it, he makes a play. What Ronnie does today, we played a little bit more two-tights today, so I think [TE] Virgil 
[Green] was more of a factor in what we were doing. I think everybody's getting a chance to contribute. I think we're 
continuing to find out exactly what we are in some situations, but I know we're very deep. Hopefully we stay healthy and 
that's a problem all year long." 
 
On how concerned he was about the offensive line before the game 
"My concern more than anything was the fact that we didn't practice together all week. [G] Evan [Mathis] was out. [He]had 
a hamstring going on. We had to rest Evan. We had some guys to move around, so we really didn't practice. We rested [G] 
Lou [Louis Vasquez], I think, on Wednesday. Our guys didn't practice together until Friday. Having changes, that's part of 
this league, so you've got to just trust guys and go and battle, but you want some continuity in your work. Hopefully we can 
settle down a little bit, get some continuity in what we're doing. Obviously, we did a good job. I think we gave up a couple 
sacks. To go out there and run the ball the way we ran it, I think you've got to, with asking 68 [T Ryan Harris] to move and 
[T] Michael [Schofield] to come in, you've got to feel good about what happened." 
 
On the character of the team 
"I said the locker room was humble after the game. We have some characters. I think that it is exactly what I said. It 
continues to battle and finds a way. At halftime we came in and we were in a game where we should have been up 16-3 
and we're up 13-10, right? The guys were down, but they understand that we just gave a big play and gave them some 
points. The mood in the locker room was, 'Let's go get those seven back with the first drive in the third quarter.’ We did 
that. The football team, to me, I like the way that it's hard on each other and I like the way that it responds in tough 
situations." 
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On if he feels comfortable with the offensive line if T Ty Sambrailo has to miss more games 
"Obviously we do because that's the way that we went today. Hopefully Ty gets back and we get back to work this week. 
No. 79 [T Michael Schofield] has some NFL snaps under his belt. I mean, that was [his first] snap this year. Michael will grow 
from what happened today and we'll go from there, but hopefully Ty will be back and ready to go." 
 
On not losing confidence in QB Peyton Manning 
"I told Rico [Offensive Coordinator Rick Dennison] and [Quarterbacks/Passing Game Coordinator Greg Knapp] Knapper, 
'We're going to keep throwing it because he's the guy that will get us back in position to win the game.' We ran the ball 
pretty well at the end there, too. I know that he has a couple of throws that he'd like to have back, but you trust him in any 
situation and he's going to find a way to get his football team in position to win. I'm proud of him for being able to do 
that." 
 
On K Brandon McManus 
"He's been excellent. He's been perfect this year, I think. He's very confident right now and the thing that he’s doing that 
isn't mentioned on a week-to-week basis is that he's taking the returners out of the game. We faced a really good one 
today. I think both our punter [Britton Colquitt] and our kicker did a good job." 
 

BRONCOS QUARTERBACK PEYTON MANNING 
 
On not losing confidence after throwing two interceptions 
“You have to have a short-term memory in this league as a quarterback and certainly as a defensive back if you get beat for a 
touchdown. We had two disappointing turnovers there and one was before the half that led to a touchdown for them. Another 
one we were backed up and allowed them to tie the game, not backed up necessarily, but it gave them good field position and 
allowed them to tie the game. On both occasions, we responded the next series’ with scoring drives. One was a touchdown drive 
to start the second half. At the end of the game, we got a field goal for the lead and ran off enough clock to put Minnesota in a 
hurry-up tempo in their last drive and our defense was able to stop them.” 
 
On how he evaluates his own play 
“You’re always grading yourself, whether you win or lose, the same way. You’re trying to get better, trying to figure out how you 
can do your job better and how your offense can do better. Everybody plays a role in those and you always want to do your part, 
so you’re always trying to improve.” 
 
On the play of the offensive line 
“I thought they did a really good job. I thought that [T Michael] Mike Schofield, [he] was making his first NFL start and it’s not 
easy against a really good front and defense. [T] Ryan [Harris] moved to the left side and thought that he did a good job. [G] Evan 
[Mathis] continues to get more comfortable playing next to [C] Matt [Paradis] and, of course, [G Louis] Lou [Vasquez] is kind of 
the anchor in there. Those guys did a really good job, created some nice running lanes and had great blocking on the long run by 
[RB] Ronnie [Hillman]. It was a great run by Ronnie, but it was good blocking as well. I thought that they did a really good job in 
some critical situations.” 
 
On the effectiveness of the stretch running play 
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“It was a toss play. With Ronnie, I love when he gets in the open field, he has that breakaway speed. It was nice to get him a 
chance to break away and take it down the field for a long touchdown. It’s definitely a deflating play for a defense. It was really 
good to see that and was a great play by Ronnie.” 
 
On scoring on fourth-and-goal 
“I certainly knew that the play call was high on the charts. Obviously, we would have liked to score on that third down play, but 
on fourth down you never know how a defense is going to play. Usually they’re going to sell out in one thing. They’re either 
going to sell out thinking that you’re either going to pass the ball or sell out thinking that you’re going to run the ball. They were 
pretty heavy on the run. It was a great misdirection play. [Head] Coach [Gary] Kubiak and [Offensive Coordinator] Coach [Rick] 
Dennison have some of those great roll out plays in this offense and that was one of them. [TE] Virgil [Green] kind of occupied 
two guys and [TE] Owen [Daniels] slipped away underneath. I threw it right for the sideline. I fell that’s kind of the hardest throw 
and the hardest catch. He’s so open that you don’t want to overthrow him, but Owen has to be like, ‘Hurry up, let the ball get 
here.’ I’m glad that it ended up in his hands.” 
 
On throwing to a wide open receiver 
“I’m telling you, I’d rather throw it in between two guys probably than have that wide open one. You see it too many times, just 
don’t miss a layup, as they say. I think it’s all on the receiver as well because it’s an easy one to lose your concentration on.” 
 
On deferring to receive the kickoff until the start of the second half 
“There are different reasons to defer, but I think any time you can defer and try to score on two consecutive drives is the real 
reason. We were in a position until the turnover. [WR Demaryius Thomas] D.T. made a great catch on a third down. I think he got 
it on kind of a high ball. The turnover obviously flipped it, but we were able to get the ball back on that first series of the second 
half and try to kind of overcome that play, try to erase that play and negate it. It was nice to get a touchdown drive. [WR] 
Emmanuel [Sanders] made a great catch and run over the middle of the field. It was nice to get that one in the end zone.” 
 
On if a productive running game eases the burden he feels to carry the team 
“I think the more balanced we can be, the more pressure you can keep on a defense. I think for them not to know what you’re 
going to be doing on any first or second down, that’s what you’re looking for. You’re looking for them to be on their heels, ‘Boy, 
are they going to run it here? Are they going to drop back to pass? Are they going to run play action?’ You’re always going to be 
shooting for that balance. We’re especially looking for that balance, but you’ve got to have productivity in each phase. We’re 
always looking to do that, whether it’s the pass game or the run game.” 
 
On if he felt less pressure to score on the last drive knowing K Brandon McManus has been successful 
“Like I said, we want to do our job. We want to get it down there as close as possible. We want to score a touchdown, but if you 
don’t, obviously you want to get it as close for him. I don’t take Brandon for granted. I don’t think anybody does. We’re trying to 
get it down there as close as we can and put us in a touchdown position. If not, make it as short a field goal as possible. He has 
been outstanding. He has made some long kicks. He’s got a super strong leg. He is kicking with a lot of confidence. It’s great to 
have him on the team.” 
 
On if he thinks the offense is finding more consistency 
“Like I said, we’re trying to improve each week. Today we had more procedural type of penalties than we’ve been having. It 
made it tough to overcome. We’d run a play and all of a sudden, without anything happening, we were already in a second- or 
first-and-15 situation. That’s a good enough defense [that] if you don’t have any penalties, it’s hard to move the ball against 
them. When you have penalties and kind of self-inflicted wounds that you might call it, it’s even tougher. We need to improve on 
that. I know we’ll work on that this week and hopefully be better in that category next week.” 
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On if he thinks having a team with self-belief is a factor in winning late in games 
“Sure. We play really good fourth-quarter football and we talk about it on our goal sheet. We have winning in the fourth quarter. 
We have done that each week and that’s been good. We’ve done some good things on both sides of the ball in the fourth 
quarter. Defensively, obviously, they come up with some big plays or big turnovers or sacks or whatnot. Offensively, we’ve put 
some drives together at the right time. We had a setback today with the turnover, but we were able to overcome that. I think 
that’s a good sign, right? If you just keep making mistakes or let the mistake affect the next drive, that’s not what you’re looking 
for. You don’t want the mistakes to happen, but when they do, you want to be able to overcome them. I think we did that 
today.” 
 

BRONCOS SAFETY T.J. WARD 
 
On the his game getting better each week after coming back from suspension 
“That first game back was a little rough for me; I’m not going to lie. I’ve been working hard and trying to get back to my 
previous form.” 
 
On what he saw in the play at the end of the game 
“They had a stack alignment. We had been playing a lot of man coverage so I tried to show that to [TE Kyle] Rudolph and at 
the last minute I tried to move outside and came around the edge and the tackle missed me, so I snuck up under there an 
got to [QB Teddy] Bridgewater.” 
 
On if he prefers to play attack defense instead of bracketing the opposing team offense 
“I’d definitely love to attack more like we do on a regular basis. We don’t sit back too well as a defense. As you could see 
on that drive we sat back and cover two and they kept finding holes, but definitely we like to attack more in that type of 
situation and make them do things they don’t want to do.” 
  
On whether the defense just expects to make big plays in every game 
“Oh absolutely. We were just talking about how we are find a way to win, well we’re not really finding ways to win, we’re 
making ways to win, we’re making plays to win games and that’s what you’ve got to do. We talked as a defense on the 
sideline, DeMarcus [Ware] brought us all up and said, ‘we have to make a play we have to win this game, and if that ball 
gets on the ground again we have to recover it this time’ and that’s what happened.” 
 
On much he’s enjoying the aggressive play calling of Wade Phillips 
“I love it. It allows me to make a lot of plays at a lot of different positions and it allows everybody else to make plays. I think 
there was about six guys that made huge plays today and that’s kudos to coach Wade’s defense.” 
 
On how many times he was called on a blitz today  
“I was called on it about three times and I think I blitzed on my own once.” 
 
On if the goal was a turnover on that last series  
“You know it more just get the guy. I came around the corner and I saw I had him and I didn’t know I could strip him until I 
got right there at the last minute. That’s the milliseconds this game creates for you to make a play or not.” 
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BRONCOS TIGHT END OWEN DANIELS 
 
On if it was difficult to concentrate on his wide open touchdown catch in the third quarter 
“Yeah, those are probably the hardest throws to make and the hardest catches to make. You just have to think to yourself,’ 
Just catch it.’ It seemed like it was in the air forever, but [QB] Peyton (Manning) did a great job of getting it there.” 
 
On what Manning said to him after the touchdown reception 
“He was like, ‘Those are the hardest ones man. I just wanted to get it to you.’ So, a great job by him.” 
 
On how the resurgence of the running game helped the passing attack today 
“It’s going to continue to help us. My experience in this offense is that we’ve always been a big play-action team. We did 
that today and guys have to focus on that. As long as we continue to improve in the running game, then it should 
continue.” 
 
On whether he feels like an extra coach in the locker room  
“Guys are getting it. A lot of that [happened] during OTAs and camp, but we have smart people and smart players and 
they’re figuring it out pretty quickly.” 
 

BRONCOS CORNERBACK CHRIS HARRIS JR. 
 
On whether he was disappointed that the team failed to put the Vikings away until late in the game 
“It’s good to go through things like this. It’s definitely better for our mental toughness because we always feel like we can win 
the game.” 

 
On Vikings quarterback Teddy Bridgewater 
“Bridgewater is a hell of a player. He had a great game. He got the ball out fast. [Offensive Coordinator] Norv Turner, he had a 
great game plan. We just have to tip our hats to them with how they battled.” 
 
On both the offense and defense picking up the other in crunch time  
“It was definitely a team win. Anytime you can win, I mean that team, they have to be a playoff team. They have to be close. 
Bridgewater, he has definitely improved. He’s one of the better young quarterbacks. That was a great team win.” 
 
On the defense posting seven sacks  
“A lot of times we were able to get Bridgewater scrambling and things like that. Usually, sometimes he forces the throws on 
those, but today he was like, ‘No, I’m just going to take this shot.’ And he didn’t really force anything. He took the easy throw all 
day.” 
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BRONCOS TACKLE RYAN HARRIS 
 
On how he felt the offensive line played today  
“I felt like we really responded. We accepted the challenge. We got running the ball today. We ran the ball in key 
situations. We had a rushing touchdown of over 50 yards. So, anytime you do those things, it’s great to be able to do those 
against a very good team like Minnesota. We feel very good.”  
 
On the blocking that sprung RB Ronnie Hillman’s 72-yard touchdown  
“It’s great to get that monkey off our back. We’ve been fielding a lot of tough questions and we’re just happy to come 
together as a unit and show what we are able to do.” 
 
On asking for a raise now that he’s playing left tackle  
“I was thinking so (laughs). I’m just happy to be on this team and be here for this win. We have another one coming up 
next week that we have to prepare for, but we’re going to enjoy this one for tonight.” 
 

BRONCOS RUNNING BACK RONNIE HILLMAN 
 
On his 72-yard touchdown run 
“That was definitely a big run for us. We had to get the run game sparked this week. We had three bad weeks of running the ball 
and tonight we got it started.” 
 
On feeling that they needed a big run to spark the running game  
“Yeah, you always feel like you need something to spark the running game. This week it was just that me and [RB] C.J. [Anderson] 
got tired of everyone trying to tell us that we can’t run the ball. It was just our time.” 
 
On how satisfying it is to get the running game going after taking so much criticism 
“You just have to credit that to the leadership of this team. You have guys that come here every day and being young you watch 
them and you just learn. You have to definitely applaud the leaders of this team, getting these guys rallied to be this kind of team 
that has a big set of you know what.” 
 
On the struggles in the running game 
“You can’t be pointing fingers. I think that it is good for our team and as a unit, you can’t point the finger that anyone.” 
 

BRONCOS INSIDE LINEBACKER BRANDON MARSHALL 
 
On Vikings RB Adrian Peterson’s 48-yard touchdown run on a 4th-&-1 play in the fourth quarter 
“Everybody just didn’t shade over and get to the ball. I take ownership on that. That’s my fault. I was just glad that most of the 
day we held him down and stopped him and we got up and we got the win.” 
 
On whether the big defensive play late in the game is becoming something the defense now expects to happen every week 
“Oh yeah. We look for that every drive. Every drive, we go out there and say ‘Let’s get one. Let’s get a turnover.’ Everybody is 
running to the ball, hustling, plucking at the ball and trying to get it out. We have great rush ends. Quarterbacks try to throw the 
ball quick and hopefully they make an errant throw. They’ve done that the last three weeks. This time, we didn’t get an 
interception but we got a sack and fumble when we had to.” 
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On whether the defense takes any pride in keeping Vikings RB Adrian Peterson under 100 rush yards on the day  
“Yeah. That’s what we worked on all week. We knew that the offense starts with #28 (Peterson). They want to get him the rock 
and establish the run. They want to set the tone of the game and be physical with us and we were physical with them. Them 
hitting that 48-yard run: that wasn’t them out-hitting us or out-physicalling us. We just had bad assignments.  
 
On what the play call was on the final defensive play when safety T.J. Ward sacked the quarterback and forced a fumble 
ending the Vikings’ final hopes 
“I can’t give you the call, but it was a blitz for sure. We blitzed them and we just got on them.” 
 
On who is making the defensive play calls in the huddle 
“I make the calls. I wish I could call my own number but I can’t do that. When Danny (Trevathan) is in there in the dime (package) 
he makes the call. 
 
On whether this victory felt like a complete team win 
That’s how it has to be every week. It has to be a team win. We need a team effort and we did that today.” 
 
On whether he likes to play in hard-fought, physical games like that one 
“It was a dogfight and I enjoyed it. We were up 13-0, but they came back. That’s NFL football. They’re a great team. They have a 
great defense and a great running game. Those guys are a good team. We were up 13-0 and we were hoping we’d blow them 
out but, it didn’t happen like that. So, you just have to keep plugging along and keep pushing regardless of what happens.” 
 

BRONCOS OUTSIDE LINEBACKER VON MILLER 
 
On Vikings RB Adrian Peterson’s touchdown run  
“That’s just AP. We came into the game knowing that he was going to make plays and we’re fortunate that that was his 
only big one.” 
 
On the defense bouncing back with the forced fumble and recovery to seal the win  
“That’s the beauty of the NFL. You just have to make plays.”  
 
On what happened on the forced fumble to end the game 
“[S] TJ [Ward] just made a great play for us and was able to get the ball out and get a turnover for us. We were getting the ball 
out this game, but we weren’t ever able to get on it. TJ was able to make the play when it counted.” 
 
On his thoughts on Vikings QB Teddy Bridgewater and his ability to make plays with his feet  
“Yeah, that’s just Teddy; that’s the type of guy he is. You see it on film every time you turn the film on, if it’s open he’ll take it. 
We did a good job some of the game, but he was just being Teddy on the other parts.” 
 
On the team winning another close game  
“I don’t even think of it as close games any more, that’s just how we play. It’s just how football is. You stop thinking about the 
days when we would put 40 and 50 (points) on teams; this is the National Football League and we’re playing tough teams every 
week. I don’t want to call it close because that’s just how it’s going to be in this league. It was another great game for us.” 
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On how he would grade the defense’s performance today  
“I don’t really watch the game like that, you guys have a better opinion on that than I do. I have to watch the game film but I feel 
like we did pretty good because we go the win. That’s all that matters.” 
 

BRONCOS OUTSIDE LINEBACKER SHANE RAY 
 
On his first career sack 
“I think that it's what I've been saying since the preseason. It's just me taking steps. Every week, I want to be better than I 
was the week before and to just take advantage of every opportunity that I get. I was able take advantage on one today 
and get a sack. It felt good and now I just feel like there are more to come. I need to take more steps.” 
 
On if any sack that he's ever had has felt better 
“I don't think so. My first NFL sack felt pretty good, I can say that.” 
 
On the defense blitzing relentlessly 
“As players, of course we follow our coaches' game plans, but our mentality every week is to attack. We want to just make 
it as difficult as we possibly can on an opposing offense to make any runs or passes. As a defense, I think that we had an 
aggressive mentality and we've showed that weekly.” 
 
On if Vikings QB Teddy Bridgewater was nervous on the final drive 
“When you're bringing a lot pressure on the quarterback like that, it's hard for him to see the field and see his receivers. 
That's what we hope. We hope that he feels that kind of pressure and makes a bad decision. On the chance that he holds 
the ball, you have guys like [S] T.J. [Ward] who are aggressive and comes strip the ball out. That's how you win the game, 
just by being relentless.” 
 
On if he can describe this defense  
“You see guys, not just at the linebacker position but at all positions, just flying across the field and making plays. When 
you have a defense that is collectively hungry to make big plays and hungry to be aggressive and attack a lot of good things 
happen. Being put in the positions that we’ve been in, to be in a two-minute period against a good offense like Minnesota 
and it to be left up to us, we take pride in that situation and we want to go out there and make the play. Today we were 
able to come out on top.” 
 
On recording his first career sack  
“Just one of our play calls, I was able to beat the tackle inside on a move, came free and got to [Vikings QB] Teddy 
[Bridgewater]. I wasn’t going to miss my first sack, I just wrapped up for sure.” 
 
On the different defensive fronts  
“[Defensive Coordinator] Coach [Wade] Phillips does an excellent job of putting everybody in a position to be successful 
and aggressive. It makes mismatches all across the field, and as a defense we take advantage of it. As and outside 
linebacker, I love being moved around and being able to rush against different guys. It just opens up more opportunities 
and that’s all a credit to coach Phillips.” 
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On the rotation at linebacker  
“It just depends. I’ll talk to [OLB] DeMarcus [Ware] and see how he’s feeling per series we’ll make a rotation and we just 
kind of go off of that. I’ll play a series, he’ll play a series, sometimes DeMarcus might want to be in there for two series. I let 
the man work. He’s a future hall of famer so he deserves to get every rep out there. I’m just thankful to be in a position to 
learn from him and just get reps and make plays.” 
 

BRONCOS WIDE RECEIVER EMMANUEL SANDERS 
 
On playing well in the second half 
“Yeah, I was really quiet [in the first half], but we were still putting up points and that's all that matters. In the second half, 
I got an opportunity. [Head Coach Gary] Kubiak walked up to me and told me that he was going to get the ball in my hands, 
and he did. I was able to make those plays, but I'm just happy to be part of this team and happy to be 4-0.” 
 
On the offensive performance 
“That fourth quarter drive at the end of the game was big. We went down and were able to kick a field goal to go up by 
three. The defense stepped up and [S] T.J. [Ward] made a big play and [OLB] Von [Miller] ended up recovering the fumble. 
That's a team effort.” 
 
On RB Ronnie Hillman's touchdown run 
“Oh man, he was gone. The whole time, I was like, 'Run! Run!' When I saw him score, I was excited because you know 
we've been getting a lot of scrutiny because of our run game, so it's good to see him run the ball like that.” 
 
On the clutch defense 
“They fly around. [CB] Chris Harris [Jr.], [CB] Aqib [Talib] and all of those guys are definitely a band of brothers. You can tell. 
All that they want to do is hang out all day and joke all day, and it's showing up on the field.” 
 
On how a good defense helps and offense 
“Well it's easy. We turned the ball over twice today and we don't want to do that as an offense, but the defense has always 
had our back. We definitely have their back, too. When the game was on the line, we were able, as an offense, to go down 
and make the necessary plays to put points up on the board. That's what mattered. It was a great team effort today.” 
 

BRONCOS WIDE RECEIVER DEMARYIUS THOMAS 
 
On the neck injury he suffered in the second half 
“I’m alright right now.” 
 
On what happened on the play in which he was injured 
“I got hit hard. I’ve haven’t gotten hit that hard in a minute. I was alright. I hurt my neck and my back, but I was fine. I wanted to 
go back out and finish the game.” 
 
On the play of the offense 
“Getting down the field was big time, but the main [issue] was the turnovers. We’ve got to get better and I think we’re coming 
around.” 
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On RB Ronnie Hillman’s 72-yard touchdown run 
“I knew nobody was going to catch him. I’m happy for him. It’s good for the offense and it gives guys confidence to get big runs. 
It was good.” 
 
On the defense recording seven sacks on the afternoon 
“It’s been like that since the start of the season. I expect it. With what they’ve been doing for the last few weeks, it’s crazy. I’d 
hate to play against a defense like that.” 
 
On whether he has had to adjust to the fact that they aren’t blowing teams out like they did in the past  
“I don’t think it’s an adjustment. All I really care about is winning. Usually, we’ve won by a lot more, but at the end of the day, it’s 
all about winning.” 
 
On the offense and the defense coming through 
“That’s real big. We know we’ve got a team that’s going to fight for 60 minutes. We know we have a defense that’s going to get 
turnovers for us. All it’s about now is trying to get the offense better.” 
 
On whether winning these types of games proves the team has a certain mental toughness about it 
“I think so. We’ve got a group of guys that never quit. That goes for the entire team. We have a group of guys that have come 
together even with a lot of new face. It’s big for us to go and finish games like we’ve been doing so far this season.” 
 

BRONCOS OUTSIDE LINEBACKER DEMARCUS WARE 
 
On the defense being able to create turnovers  
“Just like you've said, it's the want to. When you practice it, starting early in the year, and you're trying to strip the ball out, 
that's what we really harped on. We said that we have to get those turnovers and now you can see it sort of convert over 
into the game.”  
 
On the feeling inside the huddle on the final drive 
“In the huddle, we're just corralling guys up and just letting them know that this right here is on us. If we want to be the 
defense that we want to be, this is the stand that we need to take to get the ball back for the offense. That's what we do, 
and the guys really responded to that.” 
 
On the defensive play 
“The defense played pretty good and the offense did, too. They scored enough points to win the game. There are a lot of 
things that we sort of need to correct this week, but the thing is that it's all about winning games. We played good enough 
to win.” 
 
On the defense having seven sacks 
“We didn't think that it would be that type of game. We knew that No. 28 [Vikings RB Adrian Peterson], we had to stop him 
because he's their workhorse. It came to the point, when we got up early in the game, that they had to pass the ball and 
we were able to get pressure on him.” 
 
On the defense thriving under pressure 
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“We had enough points to win the game. We knew on that drive, I don't know, there was 1:40, or whatever, we knew that 
this was a stand that we needed as a defense to let us know if we really want to be the defense that we need to be, this is 
the stand that we need to have. Guys came out and answered to that.” 
 
On if this season is one of the best starts of his career 
“I think that it's a really good start. I always talk about being consistent. It's just the consistency that I've had through the 
first four games and letting it carry over into the rest of the season. I'm thinking about that. I have a good supporting cast 
with [S] T.J. [Ward], [OLB] Von [Miller] and all of these other players on the team. It's a good thing to have that.” 
 

VIKINGS HEAD COACH MIKE ZIMMER 
 
Opening statement 
“Good hard fought game today. Hats off to Denver. They did a good job during crucial situations in the game and they made 
some plays. My team will fight and keep competing. We probably didn’t play good enough to beat a very good football team on 
the road. We have a lot of things to clean up.” 
 
On the Vikings run defense 
“The long run was a bad call on my part. Some of the other runs we didn’t play well against. This offense is difficult because they 
go flat and they cut and get on guys knees and legs.” 
.  
On QB Teddy Bridgewater getting sacked seven times 
“They have some great rushers and we didn’t block them good enough. We didn’t block them good enough to win.” 
 
On LB Anthony Barr’s interception 
“He stepped in front of a drive route they were running and made a good play.” 
 
On the team’s start 
“We didn’t play very well offensively in the first half. It took us a while to get used to the speed of their defense. We didn’t start 
out well that way. Then defensively we didn’t play well in the second half.” 
 
On K Blair Walsh’s miss 
“It’s disappointing. He needs to make those kicks. It’s disappointing.” 
 
On WR Stefon Diggs play 
“He did like I expected him to do. He put the ball on the ground twice, which you can’t do. He continues to learn.” 
On WR Mike Wallace’s play 
“I thought when Teddy had time he was able to make some plays in the later stages of the game when we were going to the no 
huddle.” 
On if he was planning aggressive playing calling 
“Yes. It does put more pressure on [QB] Teddy Bridgewater, but we weren’t able to block when we were throwing the ball. The 
pressure they were putting on him was effective. I don’t think we played well in the first half. We were able to fight back and 
make some plays and hung around. Our guys kept fighting. It could’ve been ugly to start. We made a bunch of plays and have a 
lot of fighters on this team. There is still a lot of football to be played.” 
 
On changes made at halftime  
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“To start they were shocked at Denver’s defense’s speed. They hit us with a couple blitzes that we hadn’t seen. They had the 
strong safety come off the edge. After a while we settled down.” 
 
On team saying they should have won 
“I think we had the chance to win, but I think Denver played better than we did. I think we made to many mistakes to win.” 
 
On positives from this game 
“The positive thing is we have a lot of fighters on this football team. We have some good football players. I told them last night in 
the meeting that we were going to go for it when we had the opportunities. Sometimes you have to play that way.” 
 
On mistakes 
“There was a lot of things we could have done better. If we had done those things better, the outcome could have been 
different. Denver is a good football team and they are good all-round football team.” 
 

VIKINGS QUARTERBACK TEDDY BRIDGEWATER 
 
Opening statement 
“Tough loss today on the road. We knew coming to here, it was going to be a battle, a four-quarter game. We knew it was going 
to be a physical game. We did a great job of executing and playing fast today, but we know that in these kind of games, we have 
to be nearly perfect to win these games. Hats off to Denver. They’re a great defensive team, a great offensive team and they play 
well at home.” 
 
On the Broncos’ defensive speed 
“You have to make faster decisions with the football -- get the ball out of your hand faster. At the same time, you can’t be too 
worried about the rush. [We] just have to continue to just execute our offense. Sometimes it was tough to step up. Those guys 
on the edge do a great job of rushing up field – [OLB] Von Miller and [OLB] Demarcus Ware. The guys up front -- the two inside 
guys -- do a great job of understanding how Denver rushes. They know that the quarterback is going to have to step up in the 
pocket, so they kind of close those lanes. Like I said, some of those sacks could have been avoided. We’re not here to point 
fingers.” 
 
On being sacked seven times 
“This isn’t a finger pointing session. We’re going to watch the tape tomorrow and we’re going to make some corrections and go 
from there. I take credit for that, too. Maybe if I throw the ball away or something like that -- throw the ball in the dirt and live to 
see another down -- avoid some sacks, then maybe we’ll be in a different ballgame.” 
 
On if this loss hurts more than most 
“Definitely, because we were in this game and had an opportunity to win it. We were a couple plays away. Like I said, this is one 
of those games that you have to be perfect. We know that we’re going to be in another game like this at some point this year 
and we’re going to make sure that we come out on top.” 
 
On his improved play in the second half 
“I’d say that about our entire team. Guys knew that it was going to be a four-quarter game. Our backs were against the wall and 
those guys continued to compete, continued to fight. The defense did a great job of changing the feel with two turnovers. As a 
team, it showed that we’re ready for the big game. At the same time, we didn’t come away with the win. You play this game to 
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win and that’s what’s most important. I think we were just playing better -- playing pitch and catch with the wide receivers. 
Those guys did a great job today.” 
 
On the state of the Vikings heading into the bye 
“I think we’ve built a solid foundation over these past four games, but we know that whether it’s to be a playoff team or a 
contender in this league, you have to win on the road. That’s something that we’re going to continue to work on. After the bye 
week, we’ll be facing Kansas City and that will be another test for us. Right now, we know how important it is to win games on 
the road.” 
 
On the Vikings’ final offensive play of the game 
“It was a look that we just didn’t pick up. Denver did a great job of scheming us up in the two-minute drill and we just didn’t 
execute on that play.” 
 
On Vikings wide receiver Stefon Diggs 
“He’s a guy who knows that he has to be patient. He’s a guy who waited his time, his number was called and he stepped up for 
us today. That’s what we expect from those guys in that wide receiver room. Those guys have that big play ability. Whenever 
their number is called, we expect them to answer.” 
 
On seeing improved play from the Vikings offensive line 
“Definitely. I saw it from the start of the game. Those guys knew that [the Broncos] defense runs through their front seven. They 
knew it was going to be a challenge coming into this game.” 
 
On his ability to run for gains 
“Throughout the course of the game, teams are going to play some great coverage. Teams will pick up on our tendencies. Teams 
will have time to break down our plays and things like that, so if I have to use my legs, I don’t mind.” 
 
On the atmosphere at Sports Authority Field at Mile High 
“That was a tough environment to come into. We knew it was going to be a tough environment to come into. We watched the 
video earlier this week on the Denver Broncos stadium and everything. We learned the history of the stadium, the crowd and 
everything. We were prepared coming in. I think we kept the procedure penalties to a minimum today. We did a great job of 
executing communication-wise.” 
 
On if the Vikings made too many mistakes to win 
“The scoreboard won’t show it, but we had opportunities. Like I said, we’re going to be in this kind of game again at some point 
in the year and we’re going to come out on top. We’re going to watch the tape and learn from our mistakes.” 
 

VIKINGS WIDE RECEIVER STEFON DIGGS 
 
On fumbling the ball 
“I need to get back in the lab and see all the things that I can do better. Like you said, ball security when you have the ball in your 
hand [is key]. You’re the most important person in the organization at that moment. I just have to do a better job at that. Luckily, 
thanks to God, I didn’t lose any of them. I’m going to just get better.” 
 
On if he knew he was going to be active for this game 
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“I mean I was still waiting and just waiting on coach. [I] just kept preparing the right way. Each week I prepare. When my number 
is called, it’s called.” 
 
On preparing for the Broncos’ secondary  
“You just prepare the right way as far as how you watch film and what you’re going to see when you’re out there. It’s part of 
being around a great group of guys, too. They help you out to see what they see out there, tell you what they see and that kind 
of thing. As far as separation, they have a great secondary all around -- each and every one of those guys. As far as separation, I 
just do what I can.” 
 

VIKINGS GUARD BRANDON FUSCO 
 
On what they learned as a team today  
“I think it shows that we can play with anyone. If we just play our game, I think the second half was [ours]. We came out with a 
physical group, we maintained some drives, had some good possession of the ball and kind of controlled the game a little bit. It 
just sucks we didn’t come out on the winning end.” 
 
On QB Teddy Bridgewater getting sacked seven times  
“It’s going to fall on the offensive line, but really it’s a group effort. [The] O-line is not all at fault for pass protection, but we’ll put 
it on our shoulders. Really we just have to go in, watch the film and learn from it. They had some great rushers across the board 
and I think it made us a lot better today.” 
 
On what he observed on the last play when Broncos S T.J. Ward forced the Bridgewater fumble 
“I was blocking my guy so I didn’t really get to see what was going on. Like I said, we’ll go in film and watch and learn from it. It 
was just a tough break.” 
 
On the key to RB Adrian Peterson’s fourth-quarter touchdown run  
“That was just smash mouth football for us. It was really just get off the ball. We had doubles across the board, so it was get off 
the ball and move them. The hole was amazing, so that was fun.” 
 
On Teddy Bridgewater’s toughness  
“Oh, Teddy’s a warrior. He battled with us out there and we’re only going to get better. This was a good football team we played 
today.” 
 

VIKINGS DEFENSIVE END EVERSON GRIFFEN 
 
On facing Broncos QB Peyton Manning 
“They came out and made a few more plays than us, but we fought for four quarters. Manning got the ball out fast and the 
offense, they came through for us. It was a tough fought game, a tough game to lose. We fought to the end and never gave up, 
but it’s tough to lose this one.” 
 
On what changed in the second half defensively  
“I don’t know. They had that big run that hurt us a little bit. We fought, though. We played a really good team. Peyton Manning 
has great weapons, they have the No. 1 defense, and we fought for four quarters and almost came out victorious.” 
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On being 2-2 heading into the bye week 
“We’d always like to be 3-1 or 4-0, but 2-2 right now with 12 games left -- we’re angry, but we’ll walk out of here with our heads 
high. We can’t let this be the definition of us, going on a downslope. We’ve got to keep our heads up and keep on fighting. Two-
and-two is not a bad record, but it can always be better.” 
 

VIKINGS RUNNING BACK ADRIAN PETERSON 
 
On the Broncos’ defensive speed 
“Offensively you have to play  fast tempo. They present trouble. For the most part, I think we did an OK job. You never want to 
give up the sacks that we did, but there were opportunities where we chipped. The  tackles did a great job on the defensive 
ends, but we’ve got to make sure we execute. They present a heck of a lot.” 
On his fourth quarter touchdown run  
“[The line of scrimmage] spread like the Red Sea; it just opened up. I think [Broncos CB Aqib] Talib, maybe, he was right in the 
middle of the field, and he was already pursuing in so I just had to cut. He turned his hips, but it was too late. I was already 
gone.” 
 
On the Vikings gaining momentum late  
“That’s what we’ve preached—famine, famine, feast; one play at a time. It definitely shifted. We knew we had to come back, tie 
it up, but it’s just unfortunate that we weren’t able to make one last good play.” 
 
On Broncos OLB Von Miller  
“He’s a great talent and a force to be reckoned with. I enjoyed playing against him. I really didn’t have too many encounters with 
him, but that might be good for both of us. It was a fun game. Anytime you’re playing a defense where you have Von Miller, 
[Broncos OLB] DeMarcus Ware, those guys up front, Talib on the outside—they’ve got a good defense. I look forward to playing 
teams like that. [I have] just the upmost respect for them. I have to salute those guys. They did a good job today.” 
 
On if the Broncos defense is one of the toughest he has faced  
“Yeah, but we knew that going in. Our guys did a good job of adapting, keeping things balanced and we were able to get back 
into our rhythm.” 
 

VIKINGS SAFETY HARRISON SMITH 
 
On defensive mistakes 
“We gave up a long run. If we don’t give that up, I think it’s a different ball game. There’s always a lot of ‘what ifs,’ and that play 
did happen, so it is what it is. The guys fought hard today. We have to build on the good things that we did and correct the bad 
things, but there’s a lot of fight in this team.” 
 
On being 2-2 heading into the bye week  
“It’s average, just as bad as it is good. Like I said, we have a lot of guys that want to win on this team. As long as we build and get 
better, there’s a lot of football left.” 
 
On improving defensively in the second half  
“I don’t know exactly what turned. That is what this team is. We’re down a couple scores and that’s what gets us going even 
more. There are a lot of fighters. That is what we’re going to do no matter what.” 
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VIKINGS WIDE RECEIVER MIKE WALLACE 
 
On what halftime adjustments they made 
“Nothing really. We just tried to get [QB] Teddy [Bridgewater] a little bit more time. When he gets time, he’s a great quarterback. 
He just has to have time. Guys manned up. Everybody knew what was on the line and we just had to come out and keep fighting. 
We couldn’t go out, go down and get beat 40-to-10. We wanted to win this game and we did that.” 
 
On how the offensive line created an opening for running back Adrian Peterson in the fourth quarter 
“How A.P. hit the hole -- I don’t care who was right there, I still think the way he hit it, he was going to come firing. Hopefully we 
can get a couple more of those earlier in the game to where we don’t have to fight back. Like I said, I’m proud of my teammates. 
They kept fighting and they did a great job.” 
 
On the pressure that Teddy Bridgewater faced and getting sacked seven times  
“That just means everyone else has to step up. When one thing is not working, everybody else has to get going. That was our 
problem earlier in the game, but guys fixed it. We didn’t get the win, but like I said, I’m going to say it 1000 times, I’m really 
proud of my teammates. They kept fighting everybody -- coaches, trainers, everybody -- kept going and we stuck together. We 
didn’t get this win. Like I said before, if we keep fighting like that, we’ll get a lot of wins on the road.” 
 


